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Introduction 

Today, as contemporary organizations strive for developments, the need for proper 

and insightful administrative practices and policies geared towards development 

has become almost obligatory if not mandatory. This is to ensure that policies are 

aligned with intentions and needs of the various local organizational communities. 

In this stance however, academic institutions around the nation are in dire need of 

quality leadership to lift them from poor representation, improve research practices 

and engage in various scholarly activities that upholds academic standards in all 

ramifications. 

Simon (2015) elucidated 

salient aspects of 

administration which 

administrators across 

boards have attempted 

all in the bid to improve 

managerial and 

administrative quality. 

These include command-and-control, utilization of behavioural theories in 

management, transactional-transformational models, transformational leadership 

and systems thinking approach. On the other hand, while trying to measure 

administrative competence, Nunn and Pillay (2014) opined that the evaluation of 

teaching and the effectiveness of leadership has largely focused on teacher’s 

philosophy, classroom activities, pedagogical approach, innovative materials, 

curriculum structure, (and most importantly in this case) evaluations from students 

and colleagues. Although Glassick (2000) and Hofmeyer, Sheingold, Klopper and 
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Warland (2015) contrastingly implied that the assessment of quality in teaching 

remains elusive, the above parameters of administrative competence measures 

remains valid for modern evaluation. 

Let us bring it down to the Niger Delta University (NDU). In what ways does the 

Nunn and Pillay’s (2014) components of measuring administrative competence fits 

the occurrences in the Niger Delta University? Well, the administrative capacities 

of the Vice Chancellor, especially in the area of financial policies, students 

oriented policies, developmental policies, better state government/management 

relations, implied support systems for small scale businesses within the local 

community, collaborations with other institutions amongst other dimensions of 

contemporary NDU policies can no longer be left for argument. This is because 

apart from unrepentant aggrieved persons who may not have the opportunity for 

proper explanation of what the Niger Delta University has grown to become 

especially within the last two years, others who are aware of the VC’s 

developmental strides, both the big and small, the rich and poor, the educated and 

less educated, the skilled and unskilled, the wise and unwise, and people from all 

walks of life resident within or familiar with current happenings in the school are 

in agreement that the Niger Delta University management has indeed done well. 

The next subtopic however, will focus on a dual approach to the VC’s 

developmental strides. This understanding is exigent as the VC’s favourable 

policies have implications that expand beyond the reach of the four walls of the 

institution. In what ways do both insiders and outsiders benefit from the policies of 

the Vice Chancellor? The following subtopic will look into this area. 
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A Dual Approach in the Understanding of the Vice Chancellor’s 

Developmental Strides 

So many persons understood the policies of the Vice Chancellor in singular 

dimension. That is, they based their views on how the school’s policies favour only 

the students. Very few or even none has underscored the importance and bearing of 

the school’s policies on the local community as a whole and even beyond. Granted, 

students has benefited from the overwhelming students’ friendly policies of 

management. Before this administration, within the students’ rank and file, we held 

the views and in stiff opposition that the NDU laws are not students oriented. Such 

views were widespread amongst the students then.  

 

Nevertheless, as time passes and administration changes, little by little, salient 

aspects of school policies begin to change. The effect of these changes did not end 

with the students. The fact remains however, that the local community is reaping 

immensely as the students do. Accordingly, we shall examine some of the key 

areas where the VC has done well. Let us not be like the man who went to church, 
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came back and was asked how was service today? “Service was awesome today” 

he replied. Ok, what did you learn? “the pastor said a lot of things. In fact, he is a 

good speaker”. It boils down to the fact that the young man did not even learn 

anything. Therefore, in order not to look like the man above but to be objective in 

our givings and positions, the following developments within and outside the NDU 

in recent times are enumerated. 

An Inbound Developmental Stride 

Many students who graduated from this University before the emergence of this 

administration and are back to process transcripts, certificates amongst other 

documents are baffled on the extent to which the University has developed. This is 

a very good measurement of NDU development. Let us begin to itemize these 

developments one after the other and to dwell extensively on them.  

1. The University Library: In the discuss of the Vice Chancellor’s 

developmental strides, the 

University library is one project 

of reference. For one thing, under 

this new administration, the 

University now have a newly 

improved library. Not just a one 

room type of library, but the type you can easily get lost when you are not 

properly guided, so big and wide. Students who are research savvy now have 

unfettered access to the computers and internet facilities together with offline 

books to aid their research practice. Over the past two years, the Niger Delta 

University students has developed better reading habits as a result of the 

availability of a befitting, quiet, research materials laden library that they can 
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rely on. This is a direct positive result for providing adequate facilities. An 

haphazard and purposive study on how the newly improved library has 

improved students’ reading habits which is a core indicator of better academic 

performance indicated that students are now more favourably inclined towards 

learning (80%:20%). This position strongly synchronized with the findings of 

Awoyemi and Yusuf (2016) who found that there is a significant relationship 

between reading habits and utilization of information resources by users. This 

was because the PPMC value of r = .542**, N=102, P < .000) signifies rejection 

of earlier stated hypothesis that there is no significant relationship between the 

reading habits of users and utilization of information resources. This explains 

why the NDU students’ reading habits has increased over this short period of 

time. Nevertheless, whether or not this increased reading habit significantly 

improve performance will be a study for another day. 

2. Internet Inclusion in Administrative Practice: The modern internet practice 

of the Niger Delta University has in small proportions improved financial 

practices and record keeping within the ranks of administrators and staff. It has 

also brought about better financial accountability within financial personnel. 

Over the years, administrators had continuously search for ways to bypass use 

of cash in payments.  
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3. This is because passage of cash from one hand to another often results in losses 

as sometimes, out of incompetence and by mere dint of mistake, costly mistakes 

are made and even sometimes left undetected. Most times, accountants had to 

keep awake all night just to balance numerous records as the loads of students’ 

payment across institutions is overbearing. Nevertheless, with the introduction 

of the ndufees online in 2017 till date, we believe financial practices must have 

been improved in no small measure, with better accountability resulting in 

increased revenue for the institution that will in turn result in better managerial 

practices. This position was corroborated by Nanyang Technological 

University’s (n.d.) assertion that “many cities are harnessing ICT to facilitate 

knowledge and learning between multiple stakeholders to deliver more 

efficient, responsive and citizen-centric public services and decisions. This we 

see in the rise of widespread interest in applying those new technologies being 

mainstreamed … that are better, faster, cheaper and more scalable. Fourth 

Industrial Revolution technologies such as mobile devices enabled with high 

accuracy GPS, the internet of things, blockchains and unmanned aerial vehicle 

(UAVs), are being framed as transformational instruments offering myriad 

possibilities for overcoming challenges of scale, integrity and capacity for 

sustainable development. These technologies attract millions of investments 

predicated upon the premise that participation produces positive outcomes in 

satisfaction, trust and governance”. 

Internet explosion in academic practice within the Niger Delta University has 

also meant increased economic activities for businesses outside the walls of the 

institution. Therefore, anyone with superficial computer knowledge can now 

construct a cheap plank store and start making legal earnings without actually 
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trampling on any existing laws. This aspect of the importance of the VCs’ 

administrative competence will be discussed extensively under the outbound 

subheading. 

4. The Main Campus-Newsite Road: If I want to give a motto to this new 

project, I would quickly say “trekking made easier!” This is because as a 

student, if you had trekked from main campus to Newsite forth and back, by the 

time you reach the beans up roundabout under the hot sun, you must have 

forgotten your destination. You begin to reason if you are to face main gate 

straight or turn to the then diamond Bank. Currently, it is not however true that 

the construction of the road has made it nearer, but the new experience of such 

a quality project, the beauty, no more jumping water potholes, no more dust, 

etc. you just keep on trekking and gisting and before you knew it, you are in 

your destination. 

Again, vehicular movement has now become enjoyable. The sorry state of the 

road then made passage of that road a hell. Drivers would prefer to take a 

longer distance from the main campus gate to the Newsite gate to get to their 

destination in Newsite. Nevertheless, with a wonderful riding experience, one 

would not mind driving forth and back aimlessly. The road has also made 

transportation for students easier as Keke Napep now plies this new road. 

Students who are in hast only need to get to the main campus gate from whence 

they take Keke Napep to Newsite. This is a very significant project in the lives 

of the average NDU student. Why do we see this project as significant? Before 

now, the relationship between the Niger Delta University and that of the state 

Government has never been this marital in nature. This current administration 

has been able to manage politics with administration with reasonably fair 
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results. Indeed, those who understand the headache of politics in the 

administration of an academic institution may understand better. 

5. The Senate Building: A major source of attack that critics use against the NDU 

is administrative structures. Truly, the sight of a Senate building in other 

institutions would easily make the fainthearted sway in believing that the Niger 

Delta University is not properly developed. Consequently, owing to the 

imperative for a proper administrative building with quality and modern 

facilities, the NDU in collaboration with the State Government has been able to 

construct a Senate Building the is befitting of an academic institution. 

Development of course is a step by step process. This process is 

overwhelmingly visible to all as testaments have run high. Data retrieved from 

undisclosed sources indicated that the Senate building is almost completed, just 

a matter of finishing touches here and there and some additions which has 

previously been considered. All these happened as a result of effective 

administration. 

6. The NDU Table Water and Bread: Here, one thing should be called to mind. 

The Niger Delta University is first and foremost a research centre. It is even 

surprising that we engage in better online financial practice than we do in 

research. In recent times, it became clear that pure water and bread produced in 

Bayelsa State do not sell well like those imported from Delta State and beyond. 

Everyone wants portable drinkable water produced outside the state. This was 

because of possible fear of inadequate hygiene in production processes. 

Consequently, as a research centre, the NDU then discovered this lacuna and 

keyed into it which resulted in the NDU Table Water. Same with the need of 

quality bread in the state. Today, both distributors, retailers, consumers amongst 

other key players/actors in this chain continue to testify that the NDU Table 
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Water is the best in the State. There has also been mild assertions amongst 

retailers that the amount of pure water coming in from other States like Delta 

into Amassoma has since drastically reduced. This will in no small measure 

increase the economic lots of the institution, the local community and the 

Bayelsa State Government. 

7. The NDU FM Radio: The need for an indigenous public address system in a 

heterogeneous institution like the Niger Delta University cannot be 

downplayed. This need even surpassed the NDU wall straight into the nearby 

communities and States. This is because information readiness (Aliata & Hawa, 

2014), information value (Oteng & Seidu, 2016), information quality (Matt, 

2007) and timeliness of information dissemination (Uge, 2019) all have bearing 

on administrative responsiveness. I want to therefore, encourage the Vice 

Chancellor to ensure in his usual way of seeing programmes till their 

completion that this Radio Station is kick off fully as soon as possible and put 

to good use. This radio Station will spring up talents that we never/least 

expected. From the radio station, campus oriented programmes will come up, 

shows, vocational guidance services, public opinions, NDU to the World 

amongst other programmes will all become better communicated to and fro 

NDU. This is another inclusion that only administrators with administrative 

foresight can offer. 

8. General Infrastructural Developments: With the explosion of programmes in 

the NDU together with other non academic endeavours, infrastructures became 

too small as if there has never been any, as classes and events begin to clash. 

According to the Department of Academic Planning (2019), the Niger Delta 

University is offering 98 different programmes. So, when your classes are 

clashing or you are attending classes in pavilion, don’t believe we don’t have 
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plenty of classes – the truth is that the programmes are much. Consequently, 

there was urgent need to look into the area of infrastructural facilities. As can be 

visibly attested, provision of more classrooms has been on the increase in recent 

times in the Niger Delta University especially within the Newsite Campus. 

With a focus on quality learning, better library has surfaced with gigantic 

modern ICT facilities. New medical bay has been built. New lecture 

theatre/auditorium, along with numerous facilities that we cannot remember all 

here. The list will go on and on if we decide to mention all the new 

constructions in the various campuses. In fact, this administration is a people 

and development oriented administration. 

9. Students’ Oriented Policies/Practices: Before now, there has been wild 

opinions and assertions that the NDU policies are not students oriented. In 

hostel accommodation, semester will almost be halfway gone before hostel will 

be allocated. But why? What happens to students coming from Port Harcourt, 

Warri, and other enclaves in Bayelsa outside Amassoma? From experience, the 

hostel form is not often released lesser than a week or two into the new session, 

and from application to allocation, another one or two weeks is spent. 

Therefore, students seeking hostel space spend almost a whole month waiting 

for hostel accommodation. Consequently, some of our students will be coming 

from Yenagoa, Port Harcourt and other places to attend classes every day 

because they have nowhere to stay. I personally saw my wards experiencing 

this and it was, to say the least, unpalatable. However, in order to make this 

process swift, and in response to the suffering of the students, especially the 

freshers who are yet to find their feet in this school, this administration has 

made it possible to apply for hostel in just five minutes and actually get 

allocation. Wow! Not only this, in this 2018/2019 academic session, the portal 
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was actually opened before resumption so that students in their homes can make 

arrangements for application, print their slip on ground, come to school and 

check in without much ado. This is incredulous. Most of us may not know the 

implications thereof, but I make bold to say, that this is a most students’ 

friendly policy. The Vice chancellor indeed deserves some accolades. All in the 

history of the NDU, various salient issues has arisen that can force one to the 

testament of the goodness of the Vice Chancellor and to understand the fact that 

the VC has the needed psyche high enough and worthy to lead the institution 

and the results are just there for unrepentant critics. 

Another aspect of these students’ oriented policies is the new policy termed by 

many as amnesty for the UG/14 graduating students having some setbacks. 

Earlier this year, an online publication had been developed and published titled 

“alternate testing and scoring: a model for modern measurement” (Michael, 

2019). The major tenet of the model was that every student knows something. 

No student is actually dull all round, as in 3600 all round dull. If this assertion is 

true, then there should be a way of passing any student who failed, because 

testing is not a competition, so, everyone must be passed based on certain 

criteria or level of attainment tailored to their own understanding of course 

content. We all know some of these things. Some students wanted a particular 

course but because of limited admission capacity, they were admitted to another 

course, related or even totally outside their choice area. Now because the 

student had stayed at home for too long, he decided to manage the new course 

offered to him. Meanwhile, there is a capacity and aptitude deficit in this new 

course. Now, what educators should have done in this regard is to set alternate 

questions called the sub-questions. These sub-questions will be easier, cheaper 

and lower in scores so that the scores of those who attempted them will never 
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amount to those who attempted the main questions. Nevertheless, even their 

low scores will allow them to pass. 

Upon hearing that an alternate or supplementary exam has been advanced for 

UG/14 students, I felt elated by the development. The problem we have here is 

that if the policy is not imported from abroad, opposition will surely fly high. 

We place so much emphasis on Western standard, whereas, the Westerners 

have no solutions to African problems. African solutions must be generated 

indigenously based on local prevailing circumstances. Some few months ago, 

Singapore has been reported to start abolishing administering exams for 

primary 1 and 2 pupils while upper level pupils will also experience certain 

level of de-emphasis on examinations. According to the Singapore’s Minister of 

Education, “learning is not a competition” (Education World, 2018). I would 

ordinarily not have any problem with this policy but for the fact that should any 

Nigerian administrator attempts it first when it has not come from Singapore, 

the stiff opposition would be overbearing. What is more, was it not just 

yesterday there was a concurrent semester? Just before the programme would 

fly, a downpour of criticism had overwhelmed management to the extent that 

the policy was reviewed. If this policy had been attempted in the United States 

of America before to the knowledge of all, it would have been widely accepted. 

Unfortunately, what critics failed to underscore is that the policy WAS IN 

DIRECT RESPONSE TO LOCAL CHALLENGES. What is more? Do we 

not have a new policy now to at least palliate the happenstance of events in such 

an expected tight schedule? Despite the possible/expected increase in failure 

rate, in my own view, such laudable but pressurized policy could at least be 

tested, so that future administrators can use it as a reference point next time. I 
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thought this is a research community? That programme would have been a 

cornerstone of decision making for future administrators. 

10.  NDU Skill Acquisition: As a core Business Educator, my primary focus in 

training, is the acquisition of soft business skills that can facilitate trade, then 

adequate marketing techniques to popularize one’s products. Marketing 

knowledge is also very key here because let us assume everyone already have 

one form of soft skill or the other. What next? Will the products/services sell 

themselves? No! This is where persuasion comes in. That there is significant 

relationship between skill acquisition and marketing (Michael, 2018). 

The Niger Delta University skill acquisition programme is one aimed at 

ensuring graduates have a form of training irrespective of their profession to 

corroborate their learning experiences. Even aspiring doctors can have penchant 

for hair making. This she can actually learn and upon graduation, if such 

student is to experience job issues, she can conveniently branch into doing 

business that can even pay more than certain jobs before finding a proper job – 

that is if she still wants a job after testing business. So, the skill acquisition 

programme has been a welcome development that all must embrace irrespective 

of the attendant costs. In fact, in an attempt to show solidarity, I had told some 

of my wards that I have to write to the Vice Chancellor to look toward 

increasing it to N10,000 so that the programme can be total (just to give them 

hypertension), although all such positions were just comic matters. 

11.  New Programmes: The developmental strides in the Niger Delta University to 

say the least are indeed numerous and very difficult to streamline all in a single 

paper. There has been report of new programmes like Mass Communication to 

be implemented in the next session, reports stronger internet ties to foster free 

calls within the school premises, stronger internet connectivity amongst other 
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related upcoming programmes. All these put together has amounted to 

mountains of efforts that has been infused into the system. 

The above are all inbound cases of developmental strides of the NDU. Let us 

now look at how the school’s policies have so far influenced the local 

surrounding community. 

An Outbound Developmental Stride 

I had taken my time to observe the extent to which the Vice Chancellor’s efforts in 

making Niger Delta University run smoothly affected the operations of the local 

environment. Note however, that previously, there has been upheavals within the 

community. From the beginning of this administration, there has been one form of 

problem or the other. This administration did not really thread on soft grounds. I 

lost so many wards to NDU strikes and riots. From one challenge to the other. If at 

your personal level, you felt the heat and almost gave up, how do you think it was 

then for someone whose responsibility it is to manage the then incessant crises? 

Not just to manage it but to ensure that school runs without stop? 

The then incessant crises caused a lot of disarray in the Amassoma community. 

Businesses closed down. Many went back to the village and never came back. 

Businesses which had hitherto performed robustly started undulating and later 

liquidated with huge loads of attendant debt burden. Some had to branch into 

okada riding just to survive. Why am I bringing all of these? It is because in all of 

this turbulence, the Vice Chancellors’ administrative policies served as an antidote 

in the face/cure of business failures. How is this so? You can attest if only you 

attempt to observe that the number of new businesses that has sprang up in this 

year alone just immediately after the ASUU strike of November, 2018 to February, 

2019 has far surpassed the level of business spring-ups in recent years. To confirm, 
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drive through the Main Campus gate through Government secondary school, and 

turn to the Catholic Church, you will see new stores, new setups. Then again, from 

the same main gate, but this time, take the roundabout through NDDC junction, 

you will also see the same thing. These are my everyday routes that I can attest 

personally by sheer dint of observation.  

Today, it has become very easy for anybody with mere computer knowledge to 

bring out a laptop, process school fees e-teller within 5 minutes and actually earn 

N1300. Wealth creation has indeed become very easy. Indeed, the Vice Chancellor 

and his group of ICT cohorts deserve loads of accolades. 

Consequent upon the above, it has become very important to accord honour to him 

it is due. The Vice Chancellor, this is your time to shine and this axiom can no 

longer be left to the debacles of public debate. 

Prospects under the Current Administration 

With such a vibrant administration, with regularly improved systems and 

subsystems and inclusion of various internet practices, it is believed that by the end 

of this administration, it would have marked itself the best in the history of the 

Niger Delta University. As we can see, there has been better record systems and 

better financial practice and as we get deep rooted into these operations, it can only 

be rightly said that the best is yet to come. I can also see from all of these that the 

management/students relationship is getting better. This indicates that there will be 

a long period of peaceful academic sessions in Niger Delta University. In fact, 

from now on, I will start publicizing the NDU as a non-striking University. 
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Conclusion 

This paper was put together after a proper identification of the developmental 

strides in the Niger Delta University. In research, you don’t use materials without 

acknowledgements. There is every need to see a good work and acknowledge such 

good works. Consequently, the students have taken a bold step in ensuring that 

what is most needful is done. We appreciate the Vice Chancellor for all the effort 

he has made so far. Your legacies will live on! 

Suggestions 

To be very precise, the current peace being experienced in the Niger Delta 

University came with a whole lot of sacrifice which we all are aware of, thus, we 

must engage each other regularly to ensure we sustain it. This is because it is very 

easy to destroy, while to build can be very costly. Accordingly, the following 

recommendations are put forward: 

1. Need to Unban Students’ Unionism: During the Matriculation event, I 

took my time to go all out to snap with my wards/clients and to make a 

collage out of the photographs. I discovered one thing. The thing is that I felt 

the absence of students’ leadership. Before now, you will see various 

canopies spread across the campus, in the fields, the library section, straight 

across the lecture theatre area. Everywhere was replete with canopy setups. 

However, last Saturday, there was this visible expression that something was 

amiss, and what was that? Lack of students’ bodies. Because of the ban on 

students’ unionism, many associations, churches, unions amongst other 

students’ bodies were afraid to setup their canopies for fear of being 

investigated. This caused a lot of commotion within the freshers. Hence, I 
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saw some of my wards unfavourable disposed on that day. Some Winners’ 

Chapel students sitting under the canopy of Redeemers, some Anioma 

students sitting with Urhobo students, and it will not even be surprising 

seeing an African Traditional Religion student camping near Christians or a 

Muslim coming close to the Christian canopy. Although these coherence has 

always been there, what however, played out that day was as a result of 

students leaders absent. Please sir, the ban was important and necessary, but 

as it is now, in my own disposition, peace has returned to the NDU - the 

students can no longer do without their associations. I strongly believe that 

all are now wiser for “he, who has fainted before is never a stranger to death 

again”. We have all learned our lessons. I therefore, appeal passionately on 

behalf of the students that students’ unionism should be let loose. 

2. A Focus on Indigenous Internet Research Database: Today, the Niger 

Delta University has become more vibrant in online financial practices. 

However, this vibrancy has not reflected in our research practice online. The 

NDU is first a research institute before finance came in. Consequently, it is 

being proposed that an online database should be approved for the purpose 

of research. In this proposed online research endeavour, all academic 

materials have to be uploaded for future researchers to utilize. Then, a 

lecturer can sit down, develop a personal course content that respond to the 

need of his classroom with references and books for further reading all 

enumerated, get it approved  and upload to the online database where 

students can actually download in the comfort of their homes. Again, final 

year students who just completed their projects should also be subjected to 

submit their works for uploading. This will strengthen the power of 

plagiarism checkers. The individual papers being authored by local lecturers 
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in the institution can also be submitted for uploading. This will make the 

Niger Delta University develop over time, a reservoir of database that all 

researchers across boards can tap from. 

3. The Beautification of the Roundabout: Sir, any person coming to the 

NDU first drop at the roundabout. When my online customers first come for 

Post UTME application, it is that roundabout that they first drop. The level 

of maintenance of the roundabout by the community is very poor. The place 

would have been even worse-off but for the regular intervention of the 

Youth Corpers sent to the community. Sir, if this roundabout is left for the 

community to manage, nothing would come out. The place is supposed to be 

an epicenter of beauty attesting to the effective management of the NDU. I 

strongly suggest that the school management look into the beautification of 

the roundabout. 
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